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Searching for a person, or company, to do video work for you can be a daunting task.   For many, it’s tempting to put a high priority on cost.  While you may well get a fine result using “my wife’s nephew” or “a film student” or “my neighbor with the expensive camera”, there are trade-offs and you should be aware of  these before you hire.  Of course, just because someone looks or acts like a professional does not mean they will automatically have good answers to the questions below.  Ask everyone you interview! 
  
Information to Collect. 

Experience?   Have they done work like this in the past?  Assuming the answer is yes, ask to see examples.  Also ask for contact information for some of those clients.  Get them to show you examples as close as possible to what you’re looking for.  If they don’t have any, ask them to create a sample for you at no charge. 

Quality?   Look for basic, good, video in their portfolio!   Does skin look like skin or is there an orange or green tint?  Is the audio clean and clear?  Are they hand-holding cameras only when appropriate?   Are titles spelled correctly?   Do there seem to be "effects" that do nothing for the basic production but are there just because they're "cool"?  Are there short white or black "flashes" between scenes?   

WARNING:   Watching video over the internet might not give you the best idea of the true quality.  If you see or hear something questionable in internet-delivered video, it's probably prudent to verify that it wasn't caused by "internet issues" (slow connection, extra compression, etc.). 
  
Insurance?  If this is an on-location video shoot be sure they are properly insured.  If one of their lights falls and burns a hole in the carpet, can they pay to fix it? 
  
Reliability?   Can they schedule and deliver on time?  Again, ask for references. 
  
Back-up/archive?   How do they store work-in-progress?  If it’s on one machine and it fails have they lost all the editing and be forced to start over?  Will they archive your project so that changes a year later, say to a phone number, are easy and relatively inexpensive? 
  
Legal bases covered?   Is the music they add to your video legally able to be used?  Same question for any photos or video not owned by you or the client.  Violating copyright law is a no-no. 
  
Contracts & Quotes.   These should happen with no push-back and be done in writing. 

Ownership?   Please know that, by default, the videographer owns rights to the video he/she shoots. If this is not acceptable, transfer of ownership should be included in a written contract. 
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True Stories. 
These stories are not meant to be a diatribe on why you should "never hire a student".   Students need chances to learn and gain experience.  What many of the stories below highlight is that if you decide to hire someone without a lot of experience there can be consequences that you should be aware of.  Go into the relationship with your eyes open.   If schedules are tight or the event is live, having people working for you that have "been there and done that" can be very very valuable. 

*****

The owner of a Pilates studio had used a video production company on a previous educational DVD.  Although the project had gone well, budgets were tight for subsequent projects.  The owner found a talented high school graduate who agreed to work for half of what the previous video company had charged.   Although the student had all the technical skills to get the job done the project ended up taking more time and costing the same as it would have if the original video company had done it.  Two major problems arose:

1) The student had poor attention to detail.   There were numerous small errors in the video that caused many more review cycles than there should have been.  When the student was given a list of problems to fix, the next revision often did not have all the items addressed - "Sorry, I missed that one."

2) When meetings were called to do reviews, brainstorm, etc. the student was often not prepared and wasted other meeting attendee's time.

*****
An animal related non-profit sent a small team to Uganda to create a video on the plight of the gorillas.  They decided that there wasn't enough money to hire a professional videographer.  The COO of the company volunteered to use his small HD camera.   When the video was reviewed back in the U.S. after the trip, only a very small percentage was usable because:

1) No camera support was used (not even a mono-pod) with shots using a large amount of zoom.   This resulted in video so shaky that only extensive post-processing with professional tools made any of it usable at all.

2) Many times the gorillas were hiding behind brush.   In most of the footage the camera auto-focused on the plants in front of the subject, and not on the gorilla.
*****

At a live event for a school, the Audio Visual technician was an inexperienced student.  When things went south with the sound board, he had no idea what to do.  With the event starting in a few minutes and the auditorium without mics, the video company brought out a box of audio cable that they bring to shoots "just in case" and were able to get the pa system up and running.  Their years of experience told them what to look for and how to fix it.  That is a VERY valuable skill especially when you don't have time for much trouble shooting.

If you are doing a live event shoot or a shoot where time is of the essence, it is critical to hire someone who has experience.  Pay for the experience it, will save you money in the end.

*****

A video production company was hired to do a training video for a firm in Illinois.  The firm had originally hired a friend's son that had just graduated film school.  He had lots of book knowledge but very little real life experience.  He shot 2 days worth of footage without any real script or storyboard.  When he got back to the studio to edit he was overwhelmed and didn't know where to start.  Three years later, the firm still had no finished product. That is when they hired the production company.  They wrote a script,  presented them with a story board,  shot specifically for the storyboard, and in 6 weeks they had two finished training videos.  The money they saved on the film student ended up costing them dearly in the end.


